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We experimentally study the level of organization of dendritic sidebranching in directional solidification. For
this, we extract successive interface positions at a fixed distance from the dendrite tips and we perform various
correlation analyses. The sidebranching signals appear composed of randomly distributed bursts in which
sidebranching coherence is surprisingly large and robust. This is attested by the large autocorrelation found in
single bursts and the large cross-correlation found in any couple of bursts, even belonging to different sides of
a dendrite or to different dendrites. However, the phase coherence of sidebranching breaks down at the
transition between bursts. This restricts the coherence of extended sidebranching signals to a mean burst length
and prevents the occurrence of large scale cross-correlation between them. This balanced view on sidebranch-
ing coherence stresses the capability of self-organization of dendrites in material science and sheds light on the
nature of sidebranching on curved growing forms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth forms displayed in nature or in industry usu-
ally depart from flatness due to instabilities, large amplitude
disturbances, or external forcing. They thus involve curva-
ture as displayed for instance by meristems �1�, icicles �2�,
viscous digits �3�, solidification dendrites �4�, or flame fronts
�5�. Interestingly, whatever its magnitude, curvature proves
to be essential in making small scale distortions glide and
stretch along the growing form. This kinematic effect then
largely modifies the development of instabilities, the elemen-
tary distortions being no longer amplified at a fixed place as
on a planar form but instead drifted and stretched along the
curved interface at the course of their amplification. The re-
sulting dynamics may then display different kinds of organi-
zations depending on the system. In particular, its outcomes
range from the well-ordered phylotactic organizations dis-
played by growing protrusions on plant meristems �6� to the
irregular distributions of sidebranches reported in free solidi-
fication �7–9� with, in between, the regular cellular tip split-
tings displayed on radial growth of bacterial colonies �10� or
on directional solidification of curved interfaces �11�.

This large variety of ordering shows that curvature may
help—or may fail—in making some self-organization spon-
taneously emerge from instabilities. To improve the analysis
of the important issues attached to this alternative and the
identification of the possible relevant scenarios, it is useful to
draw attention on well-known physical systems involving a
firm and cross-checked modeling. One of them is the direc-
tional solidification of a material from its melt for which the
physical foundations of interface dynamics is actually deeply
rooted �12,13�. We thus propose here to experimentally ad-
dress the level of organization of dendritic sidebranching in
this directional growth system. A second motivation comes
from the fact that beyond the above general issue, side-
branching also provides important implications in material
sciences where dendrites stand as a canonical microstructure
of metallurgy �14� which may even be used as a tool for
building ceramics with enhanced physical properties �15�.
Interestingly, studying it here will provide a balanced view

on the self-organization of dendritic sidebranching including
both uncorrelated sidebranch bursts and an impressively
large sidebranch correlation within each �16�.

Coming from the Greek “dendron” for “tree,” the term
dendrite refers to a growing needle form on which lateral
protrusions are successively emitted. This results in a treelike
shape on which sidebranches emerge from a main trunk �Fig.
1�. This kind of forms may be encountered in issues as dif-
ferent as neuron morphology �17�, electrodeposition �18�, or
solidification �19� and will be considered here in the context
of solidification �20�. Here, the needle forms which provide
dendrites result from the primary instability of a planar front
�12�. They first appear as smooth, unbranched, digit cells but,
following a secondary instability, further develop side-
branches above a size-dependent velocity threshold �21�.
This results in the formation of the paramount microstructure
of dilute alloys: the dendrite. As for other kinds of dendrites,
the level of organization of their sidebranch trains stands as
an outstanding question. It is all the more relevant that the
form of the directional solidification interfaces monitors the
modulations of solute concentration in the solidified materi-
als and, thus, their resulting physical properties. However,
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FIG. 1. Image of a directional dendrite �a� and sketch of the
kinematic drift undergone in the dendrite frame by modulations
growing normally to the interface �b�. Here V=Vnn+Vtt is the so-
lidification velocity of the steadily growing needle form, Vnn the
solidification velocity of the normally growing modulations, and
Vd=Vnn−V=−Vtt their resulting drift velocity in the dendrite
frame.
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the actual nature of the self-organization of sidebranches still
remains controversial, since both regular or noisy organiza-
tions are predicted by theories �22–32� and observed in ex-
periments �7–9,33–42�.

In this paper, we aim at clarifying the level of organiza-
tion of dendritic sidebranching in directional solidification.
For this, we perform a directional solidification experiment
of a transparent material in a thin sample and we record the
sidebranching signals over long times. This enables us to
perform accurate correlation studies in various ways so as to
identify those parts of the signals that display some organi-
zation. It then appears that dendritic sidebranches are coher-
ently emitted inside uncorrelated and randomly distributed
sidebranch bursts. This ambivalence provides a new picture
of sidebranch emission which stresses the actual, albeit lim-
ited, capability of spontaneous self-organization of dendrites
in material science.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we recall the
different mechanisms proposed so far for sidebranching and
the different features reported on it experimentally. We then
draw on the corresponding alternatives regarding the nature
of sidebranching. In Sec. III, we describe the experimental
setup and the techniques used for analyzing the sidebranch-
ing signals. Section IV is then devoted to a global analysis of
the dendritic signals from which two characteristic time
scales emerge: that of the sidebranch emissions and that of
the burst emissions. Correlation analyses of sidebranch emis-
sions within single bursts and over a range of bursts are
performed in Sec. V and Sec. VI, respectively. They are
completed in Sec. VII by a study of the phase coherence
between neighbor bursts and in Sec. VIII by a study of side-
branching coherence in the strong sidebranching regime and
on asymmetric dendrites. This is followed by a discussion
and a conclusion on these sidebranching features.

II. NATURE OF SIDEBRANCHING DYNAMICS: AN
ALTERNATIVE

The main differences regarding the development of a per-
turbation on a needle form as compared to that on a planar
interface stem from an additional drift away from the needle
tip. This drift appears as a direct kinematic consequence of
the variation in normal directions on the curved needle form,
following which a protrusion growing normally to the inter-
face regularly increases its distance to the tip �Fig. 1�b��. In
particular, for a needle form growing steadily at velocity V
on a direction z, the normal velocity Vn of its points satisfies
V=Vnn+Vtt, the vectors n and t denoting the interface nor-
mal and the interface tangent and Vt the tangential velocity
of the moving points. This implies that protrusions growing
normally to the interface also glide at a velocity Vd=Vnn
−V=−Vtt along the needle form, as soon as z · t�0, i.e., as
soon as the interface is curved.

This kinematic drift of growing disturbances brings about
two main implications regarding their development. At first,
their amplification time until disappearing in the dendrite
groove gets finite. This raises the difficulty of handling a
long-time prediction for a phenomenon made of individually
finite repetitive events. The second implication is that a

growing disturbance visits different environments at the
course of its development, e.g., different temperatures, solute
concentrations, and normal growth directions. This makes its
growth a heterogeneous issue which requires a knowledge of
the whole needle form to be addressed. The differences be-
tween the theoretical scenarios proposed for sidebranching
refer to a different handling of these issues. Although they
have mainly been considered in free growth, they provide
relevant frameworks for application to directional growth.

The first theoretical scheme for sidebranch development
has been proposed in premixed combustion �22�. The goal
was to understand why sufficiently curved flames are stable
whereas more flat ones are destroyed by a too large flattering
of their sides. It has then been transposed to solidification in
a slightly different perspective consisting in addressing the
long-time behavior of needle forms that actually survive to
sidebranch development �23�. The underlying vision of side-
branching which supports this scenario is that the successive
sidebranch emissions correspond to successive resets of the
sidebranch dynamics. In particular, any new sidebranch is
considered as being independent of the surrounding ones so
that its development may be determined by following its drift
toward the dendrite grooves while ignoring the other
branches. This turns out treating sidebranching as a convec-
tive instability in which the amplification of perturbations is
addressed in the frame comoving with a disturbance. Within
a WKB approximation and a linearized dynamics, the net
growth factor of disturbances can then be evaluated as an
integral contribution of their linear growth rates over their
development stage �22,23�. The inhomogeneity of solidifica-
tion fields calls for parametrizing the local conditions en-
countered by growing disturbances and for taking into ac-
count the wavelength stretch induced by the tangential
velocity gradient. This convective approach of sidebranching
has finally been transposed to directional solidification with
essentially similar kinds of conclusions �28�.

Another kind of convective theory has been simulta-
neously developed by considering the normal modes of
propagation of disturbances on the solidification interface
�24–27,32�. Here the interface is considered as a whole but
still in a linearized approach of perturbation dynamics in
which the trains of disturbances are treated as wave packets
of disturbances �24–27�. It is then found that, following the
spatial inhomogeneity of interface dynamics, the most am-
plified wave changes wave number as it drifts to the grooves,
thus resulting in a selective amplification of perturbations.

As these convective scenarios deny long-time coupling in
favor of repetitive resets of linear amplication, as seen from
a fixed location, they yield a phase uncorrelation between
branches which simply reflects that of the noisy perturba-
tions from which they grew. They thus provide a mechanism
by which sidebranching behaves as a noise amplifier of dis-
turbances yielding uncorrelated sidebranches.

A second kind of scenario emphasizes that, for some rea-
sons, noticeable couplings may occur between successive
sidebranches, either directly or by means of their common
environment �29–31�. The finite time of amplication of a
disturbance may then be overlooked since some information
can pass from one disturbance to the next eventually ending
to a sustained permanent dynamical state. The duration of
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this global state being infinite, it necessarily involves nonlin-
ear features which are expected to yield a limit cycle. Then
dendrite behaves as a nonlinear oscillator. This results in a
largely modified picture of sidebranching involving a nonlin-
ear oscillating state anchored to the needle form within
which disturbances drift and grow. In particular, the overall
coherence of the nonlinear oscillator goes together with a
large correlation of sidebranches.

In between the noise-amplifier scenario and the nonlinear
oscillator scenario stands the interfacial wave theory �32�.
Here, a permanent oscillating state of the solidification inter-
face is sought in the linear regime of amplification. An
imaginary part of the growth rates of eigenmodes combined
with a positive real part is then sought through a Hopf bifur-
cation. The existence of turning points in the dispersion re-
lation, however, gives rise to a trapping of disturbance waves
in the tip region and thus to a possible feedback loop be-
tween the dendritic interface and the dendrite tip. As a result,
a permanent dynamical state may emerge from noise with
possible phase correlation between sidebranches. However,
as the nonlinear development of the Hopf instability stands
beyond the scope of the analysis, the ultimate fate of the
system remains undetermined.

The following alternative, therefore, emerges regarding
sidebranching: noise amplifier or nonlinear oscillator. It ac-
tually relies on whether the coherence time of the dynamics
is restricted to a sidebranch development or to a series of
sidebranch development. This is reminiscent of the situation
encountered in fluid mechanics where the nature of the dy-
namics of bluff-body wakes follows from either a convective
or an absolute instability �43�. In the former case, analysis is
laid on the growth of a disturbance in its comoving frame
with no relevant coupling with the surrounding medium: this
provides a noise amplifier. In the latter case, analysis is made
in the wake frame with disturbances passing through: this
provides organized states as the Bénard–von Kármán vortex
wakes. The conditions enabling to go from one to the other
outcome may be identified provided the underlying system
involves a sufficiently accurate modeling �44�.

Most experiments on sidebranching have been performed
on free growth in pure materials �9,33,34� and alloys
�8,35–41� or on viscous digitation �42�. Unfortunately, they
provide a controversial view which does not allow the selec-
tion of a definitive outcome for the above alternative. De-
pending on the study, sidebranching is reported to be uncor-
related �9�, partly correlated �8�, or largely correlated �36�.
The material was pure in the former case and a melt in the
two latter cases. Interestingly, the observed correlations were
found not only on each side of dendrites but also between
both their sides �8,36�. In particular, in the partly correlated
case �8�, a normalized cross-correlation function C���,
0� �C�����1, between the right and left sides of a dendrite
decreased from C�0�=0.4 at zero delay � to C���=0 over a
correlation time of six sidebranching periods. There, a large
value of C�0� noticeably different from zero denotes a defi-
nite cross-correlation between both sides of the dendrite.
Also, in the largely correlated case �36�, the long-time cor-
relation of sidebranching on a dendrite side goes together
with a nearly mirror symmetry between both sides of den-
drites.

Other relevant differences between the conclusions of free
growth experiments refer to an essential dynamical feature:
the dendrite tip dynamics. Tip velocities are thus reported to
be steady �8,9,36–38� or oscillating �33–37,39–41� and tip
curvature radii are found to be constant �8,9� or time periodic
�36,37,39�. Some of these differences may refer to the con-
ditions of observation, e.g., to the accuracy of tip velocity
measurements or to the extension of the domain in which
curvature radii are determined.

Experiments in forced environments have been conducted
in both free �45–47� and directional �48� growth with peri-
odic thermal �47,48�, hydrodynamic �45,46� or mechanical
�47� perturbations. In line with Floquet’s theory, dendrites
then adopted a time-periodic dynamics at the modulation fre-
quency. The study of the development of sidebranch ampli-
tude along the needle form then provided a wave number
dependence of the growth factor which agreed with that ex-
pected from the planar instability in a WKB approximation
�45,46,48�. Similar findings have finally been derived on vis-
cous digits periodically excited at their tip by a tiny bubble
�42�.

As compared to free growth, the nature of sidebranching
in directional solidification gave rise to less investigations.
However, on the theoretical side, the appearance of side-
branches on cells for increasing velocity has been linked to a
transition between two distinct branches of solutions for di-
rectional solidification: a cell branch and a dendrite branch
involving different mean geometrical features �49�. This
would be accompanied by a finite change in geometrical
properties �e.g., curvature radius or spacing� and would thus
correspond to a first-order transition. This scenario was in
line with a sudden increase in spacing reported by metallur-
gists at the cell to dendrite transition �50�. However, this
increase refers to the mean spacing of microstructures on the
solidification interface instead of the actual spacing of those
cells that undergo the transition. Further observations of cell
dynamics then showed that it actually referred not to the cell
to dendrite transition but to another phenomenon, a cell
elimination instability, that reduces the cell spacings in the
same velocity range �51,52�.

On the other hand, in the same experimental setup as that
used here and in the same material, we previously noticed
that the geometry of microstructures suffers no abrupt
change at the sidebranching transition �21,53�. In particular,
it showed a continuous variation in the curvature radius �54�
and a constant spacing. This points to a second-order transi-
tion related to a supercritical instability. We then identified
the related critical surface which delimits in the parameter
space the unstable domain where sidebranches are noticeable
from the stable domain where they are not �21�. As the noise
level is presumed to be the same on all microstructures and
the resolution of observation was kept constant on the whole
study, the transition between both domains should refer to
the same value of the net growth factor induced by a con-
vective instability. The expression of this growth factor has
been determined in the context of directional solidification
�28�, thus allowing comparison between theory and experi-
ment. However, quantitative comparison between experi-
mental data and noise-amplification predictions revealed dis-
crepancies far beyond experimental accuracy �52,55�.
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This disagreement regarding the localization of the side-
branching transition in the parameter space is all the more
surprising that the vanishingly small sidebranch amplitude at
this transition corresponds to the best condition for the rel-
evance of the growth factor derivation. It thus sheds doubt on
the relevance of a convective instability to explain side-
branching. As a support, the observed dendrites qualitatively
seemed to be more ordered than expected from a noise am-
plification mechanism �21�. These statements then call for
directly investigating the nature of the correlation between
the sidebranches of actual dendrites to help clarifying the
relevance of noise-amplification as opposed to nonlinear os-
cillation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS

The experimental setup aims at providing the directional
solidification of a transparent material together with the di-
rect nonintrusive observation of the solidification interface. It
has been designed so as to ensure a fine control of the so-
lidification conditions. The data provided by the sidebranch-
ing images have then been analyzed so as to determine the
level of correlations between branches.

A. Experimental setup

The setup is made of a mechanical stage which pushes a
thin sample of alloy into a thermal stage where solidification
takes place �Fig. 2�. Samples are made of two glass plates,
150 mm long, 45 mm wide, and spaced by 50 �m thick
mylar bands. They are filled with a transparent dilute alloy of
succinonitrile with an ethylenic solute. As this plastic mate-
rial provides rough interfaces, it may be used to mimic the
solidification of metals with a lower melting point: TM
=58.08 K for pure succinonitrile �4�. Infrared and nuclear
magnetic resonance analyses reveal that impurities involve
an ethylenic chemical bond and no hydroxyl bond. This
points to ethylen �or its cyano monosubstituted derivative
acrylonitrile� as solute and excludes contamination by water.
Measurements of the physical features of the melt give so-
lutal diffusion coefficient D=1350�50 �m2 s−1, partition
coefficient k=0.29�0.05, impurity concentration c�

=1.5 mol %, and critical velocity Vc=1.7 �m s−1 at the
thermal gradient G=78 K cm−1 mainly used in this study.
Succinonitrile solidifies as a body-centered-cubic crystal.

Prior to solidification, a definite crystalline orientation is
carefully selected by making an appropriate grain invade the
whole sample. It was chosen so as to fit the main experiment
axes, the principal �100� axes being aligned with the sample
depth, the thermal gradient, and the isothermal lines. This
way, symmetrical dendrites growing along the thermal gra-
dient direction are expected �56�.

The thermal stage is made of a pair of heaters and coolers
sandwiching the sample. Heaters are made of copper blocks
heated by a resistive sheet and coolers are made of stainless
blocks including a Peltier device to transport heat to a water
circulation. All devices include thermal probes and are elec-
tronically regulated to better than 0.1 K. Heaters and coolers
temperatures are fixed at 100 °C and 10 °C, respectively.
They are separated by a gap g in between 5–15 mm yielding
an effective thermal gradient of 50–140 K cm−1 at the so-
lidification interface. The thermal diffusivity of the sample
glass plates is �=5�105 �m2 s−1. This provides a thermal
diffusion time �d=g2 /� of about �d=200 s in the sample
which acts as a low-pass filter for perturbations �Appendix�.

The mechanical stage is composed of a microstepper mo-
tor which induces the rotation of a 5 mm pitch ball screw and
the resulting translation of a nut on a linear track. The nut
then transfers its motion to the sample through a pushing
stage. A special attention has been provided to the regularity
of the sample velocity. For this, the motor is fixed on mi-
cropositionners that allow an accurate alignment of its axis
on the track. It involves 200 steps per turn and 32 microsteps
per step, at the end of which Foucault currents slow rotation
to prevent vibration. The regularity of the sample translation
is controlled by Michelson interferometry to an accuracy of
0.2 micron. This corresponds to an accuracy on sample ve-
locity of 5�10−2 �m s−1 on a sidebranching period of 4 s
and of 6�10−3 �m s−1 on a burst period of about 35 s.

Such a large accuracy enabled us to control the linearity
of the sample translation all over the experiment. High fre-
quency vibrations at about 100 Hz were detected around the
resonance frequency of the Michelson mirror arm. They thus
presumably refer more to the measurement device than to the
solidification setup. Anyway, compared to the sidebranch fre-
quency which is smaller than a hertz, this vibration fre-
quency appears too large to induce noticeable effects on so-
lidification dynamics. On the other hand, small modulations
were found at the period of a screw turn, i.e., about every
330 s at a translation velocity of 15 �m s−1. They were

Michelson interferometer

� � � � � � � � � �
� �

CCD Camera

Miror

Light sourceMiror

Lens
Ball screw Micro-stepper

motor

Peltier devices

HeatersSample

Linear driving

Nut

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental setup. �a� Sketch showing the thermal, mechanical, and optical parts. �b� Snapshot of the main
stages.
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minimized by a fine alignment of the different parts of the
device and reduced to quasisinusoidal modulations of rela-
tive amplitude 	V /V smaller than �3% at most.

Observation of the solidification interface is made by om-
broscopy. A parallel light beam undergoes optical aberrations
when crossing the interface. It then enables the interface to
be visualized as a line of sharp contrast of intensity. To avoid
perturbations on the interface, we preferred using an ex-
ploded optical setup made of an objective placed at about its
focal distance �30 mm� from the sample and a digital camera
capturing the observed part of the field on a matrix of
1024�768 pixels. In practice, this turned about visualizing
a 400 �m part of interface, i.e., about three dendrites, with
an optical resolution of 0.5 �m per pixel. The frequency of
video recording was adjusted so as to provide at least a
dozen of images per branching period and the total observa-
tion time was taken so as to allow the observation of about
103 sidebranch emissions. For instance, at a velocity of V
=15 �m s−1 where the mean sidebranching period is TS
=4.2 s, this called for a sampling frequency of three images
per second and a total observation time of more than 1 h.

B. Sidebranching signal and correlation analyses

Above a critical velocity Vc=1.7 �m s−1, the initial pla-
nar interface destabilizes into an array of cells �Fig. 3�a��.
Increasing further the velocity, cells emit sidebranches and
are renamed dendrites �Figs. 3�b�–3�d��. This phenomenon is
the result of a sidebranching instability which is supercritical
with respect to the sidebranch amplitude. It arises above a
critical velocity VS�
� which varies between 8 and
15 �m s−1 depending on the dendrite spacing 
 �21�. The
sidebranch amplitude starts from zero at the sidebranching
onset �Fig. 3�b�� and then grows continuously with both the
velocity and the dendrite spacing. At moderate velocities,
sidebranching appears by bursts separated by short quiet pe-
riods �Fig. 3�c��. This corresponds to a moderate sidebranch-
ing regime. However, as velocity increases, the periods with
no sidebranching shrink and the bursts eventually overlap
�Fig. 3�d��. One then arrives to the strong dendritic regime.
Sidebranching will be analyzed here in both kinds of re-
gimes.

Information on sidebranching is obtained from the succes-
sive intersections of the solidification interface with a line
placed at a given distance z0 from the dendrite tip �Fig. 4�a��.
The successive abscissa x�z0 , t� recorded over the time pro-
vides a one-dimensional signal �Fig. 4�b�� which reflects the

sidebranching dynamics. In the moderate sidebranching re-
gime, it typically spreads over 1 h with a sampling time of
1/3 s, i.e., over about 103 sidebranch emissions of period
TS�4 s, each sampled about 12 times. Its amplitude is sev-
eral microns with a typical resolution of 0.5 �m per pixel,
thus resulting in interface fluctuations over more than 20
pixels on the cutting line. Similar or better spatial and dy-
namical resolutions are obtained on any dendrite and in ei-
ther the moderate or strong dendritic sidebranching regime
possibly by increasing the sampling rate if required.

Two different, albeit related, methods are used to analyze
the sidebranching signals. Both aim at evaluating the corre-
lations between two centered signals s1�t� and s2�t� for a
running delay � between both. The signals addressed could
be the actual sidebranching signals or their envelopes. The
first method, based on correlation functions, provides an in-

FIG. 3. Successive microstructures displayed when increasing the velocity: �a� Cells. �b� Dendrites at the onset of sidebranching. �c�
Dendrites in the moderate sidebranching regime. �d� Dendrites in the strong sidebranching regime.
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FIG. 4. Dendrites in the moderate sidebranching regime. V
=15 �m s−1 �a� Array of dendrites showing moderately developed
sidebranches. Extracted signals correspond to the successive inter-
sections of the x axis with the interface as time proceeds. They are
taken at a distance z0=80 �m from the dendrite tip. �b� Side-
branching signal showing vanishing periods of sidebranch ampli-
tude. It has been extracted from the left side of dendrite D1.
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tegral measure of the overlaps of the delayed centered sig-
nals s1�t�, s2�t+��. The second method, based on phase space
reconstruction, addresses the trajectory made by the succes-
sive points �s1�t� ,s2�t+��� as time proceeds. It provides this
way a picture in phase space whose structure and evolution
with � reveal correlations.

After being detailed below, both methods will be further
exemplified and compared on a test signal xT�t� built so as
to mimic sidebranching signals �Fig. 5�. This signal is
made by juxtaposing sinusoidal bursts with random lengths,
amplitudes, and phases. In particular, the number N of
periods in a burst, the burst amplitude A, and the phase dif-
ference � with the preceding burst follows a uniform distri-
bution within the following ranges: 1�N�12, relative am-
plitude range Amax /Amin=5, and 0.1�� /2�0.9. Here, the
phase shifts are provided by suitable rest periods and are
only considered beyond �=0.1 �mod 2� so as to correspond
to an actual burst. The periods of the sinusoids are equal to
the sidebranching period TS=4.2 s of the signal extracted in
Fig. 4 and the sampling time is 1460 s.

We thus consider a couple of centered signals s1�t�, s2�t�,
defined on the same time length T. The normalized correla-
tion function C�s1 ,s2���� of these signals is given by the
following integrals, � denoting a running delay:

C�s1,s2���� = c1,2���/�c1,1���c2,2����1/2, �1�

ci,j��� = 	
0

T−�

s̃i�t�s̃ j�t�dt , �2�

s̃1�t� = s1�t�, s̃2�t� = s2�t + �� . �3�

Here s̃i�t� takes account of the delay � of signal 2 with re-
spect to signal 1. At each delay �, the integrals ci,j��� appear
as a scalar product in the signal space. In particular, c1,1���1/2

and c2,2���1/2 correspond to the magnitude of signals 1 and 2
and C�s1 ,s2���� to their normalized scalar product: −1�C
�1. A perfect correlation then refers to C=1, a perfect anti-
correlation to C=−1 and an absence of correlation to C=0.

The integrals are computed on the finite intervals T−�
over which the signals overlap. Here, the delays � are con-
sidered not larger than 60 s, i.e., the duration of 15 side-
branchings in the moderate sidebranching regime. When T
refers to the total signal length �about 1 h�, the reduction in
the overlap length with increasing delays can be neglected.
However, when the signal is restricted to a burst, T reduces
to about 50 s so that the overlap length may vanish at large �.
For � too close to T, this eventually makes the number of
data points N��� of the integrals insufficient to establish a
well-defined statistics. In practice, as the relative dispersion
of data corresponds to N���−1/2, computed integrals remain
meaningful until N����25, i.e., with the selected sampling
times of at most TS /12, until T−� about two sidebranchings
or less.

When applied to sidebranching signals, the normalized
correlation function C�s1 ,s2���� will be found to oscillate at
the mean sidebranching period TS. This simply reflects the
fact that increasing the delay � by TS /2 mainly makes the
signal s̃2 reverse sign. The interesting feature will then stand
more in the amplitude of the correlation function than in its
oscillation and, especially, in its distance to the criteria for
perfect correlation �C=1� or no correlation �C=0�. In par-
ticular, for autocorrelations, i.e., for s2=s1, it will appear that
the amplitude of C starts from 1 by definition �s̃2= s̃1 for �
=0� but shrinks to zero on a characteristic delay �c which
provides an intrinsic coherence time of the signal �e.g., Fig.
5�b��. More generally, both autocorrelation and cross-
correlation functions will be considered to clarify the coher-
ence of the sidebranching signals emitted by one or several
dendrites.

The alternate method for revealing signal correlations ad-
dresses the trajectories made, for given running delays �, by
the successive points �s�t� ,s�t+��� of a centered signal s�t�
as time proceeds. It provides a picture whose normalized
density corresponds to the probability density function �pdf�
p�x ,y� of finding given values of s�t�=x and s�t+��=y, i.e.,
given points of coordinates �x ,y� in the phase plane �e.g.,
Fig. 5�c��.
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FIG. 5. Test signal and correlation analyses. �a� Test signal xT�t�
made by juxtaposition of sinusoidal bursts involving equally distrib-
uted random lengths, amplitudes, and phases mimicking those dis-
played by sidebranching signals. �b� Autocorrelation function. �c�
Isodensity surface in the phase space 
xT�t� ,xT�t+�� ,��.
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If the signals s�t� and s�t+�� are perfectly uncorrelated,
the pdf p�x ,y� splits into two separates pdf: p�x ,y�
= p1�x�p2�y� with p1= p2 since the two signals are simply
delayed. The density picture is then symmetric with respect
to the bissectrices. In addition, as the pdf p1= p2 decreases
with the distance to 0, the density picture displays a faint
cross aligned with the x and y axes.

On the opposite, if the signals s�t� and s�t+�� are per-
fectly correlated, they yield a density picture aligned with the
first bissectrix when in phase, invariant by rotation when in
phase quadrature, and aligned with the second bissectrix
when in phase opposition. In addition, varying � is expected
to have no effect on uncorrelated signals but to change the
phase shift of correlated signals. Therefore, the density pic-
tures drawn when plotting the points �s�t� ,s�t+�� ,�� in a
three-dimensional space �x ,y ,�� should reveal autocorrela-
tion by an alternance between pictures concentrated along
circles or one or the other bissectrix. However, as � in-
creases, loss of correlation should reduce these features to
eventually yield a density picture mainly independent of �.

In a sense, this method corresponds to looking for recov-
ering Lissajoux-type figures from coherent signals. As it pro-
vides an accumulated density of points, it is less sensitive to
phase jumps or phase disagreements. In particular, such
kinds of perturbations cannot prevent the main symmetries
of the density picture to emerge whereas they should lower
the value of correlation functions, hence obscuring the evi-
dence of correlations. In practice, visualization of the density
picture will be obtained by extracting an isodensity surface
in the �x ,y ,�� space �e.g., Fig. 5�c��.

The connection between both methods is obtained by con-
sidering the moment of inertia I��� with respect to the first
bissectrix of the normalized density picture p�x ,y ,�� made
by the successive points �s�t� ,s�t+���. It writes

I��� =	 p�x,y,��
�x − y�2

2
dxdy �4�

with

	 p�x,y,��x2dxdy = c1,1���/N���,

	 p�x,y,��y2dxdy = c2,2���/N��� , �5�

where N��� is the total number of points considered. Notic-
ing that c1,1���=c2,2��� since the two signals are simply de-
layed one with respect to the other and that
�p�x ,y ,��xy dxdy=c1,2��� /N, one then obtains I���
= �c1,1���−c1,2���� /N��� and, finally,

I��� =
c1,1���
N���

�1 − C�s,s����� . �6�

The moment of inertia I��� thus appears simply propor-
tional to the anticorrelation function �1−C�. In particular, if
for the delay �, the signals are in phase, C=1, the corre-
sponding points are aligned on the first bissectrix and I=0.
On the opposite, if the signals are in phase opposition, C=
−1, the corresponding points are aligned on the second bis-

sectrix and I is maximal. This link between I and C shows
that autocorrelation functions actually correspond to an inte-
gral feature of the density picture. This stresses that more
information are contained in the latter than in the former.

The analyses of the test signal are displayed in Figs. 5�b�
and 5�c� according to both methods. In both of them, the
coherence time is evidenced by the delay required to con-
verge to uniformity, i.e., C=0 �Fig. 5�b�� or to a �-invariant
density picture �Fig. 5�c��. One finds �c�25 s, i.e., with
TS=4.2 s, �c�6TS, i.e., six sidebranches. This is actually
coherent with uncorrelated bursts varying in lengths between
1 and 12 sidebranches, as considered in the test signal.

IV. GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF THE DENDRITIC SIGNAL

We address the main features displayed by sidebranching
signals. Attention will be focused here on the moderate side-
branching regime, the analysis of the strong sidebranching
regime being postponed to Sec. VIII. In particular, quantita-
tive illustrations will be obtained from an arbitrary reference
signal representative of sidebranch correlations in the mod-
erate sidebranching regime. This signal, a part of which is
displayed in Fig. 4�b�, has been extracted over a sampling
period of 3585 s from the left side of the dendrite D1 of Fig.
4�a�. It refers to the variables G=78 K cm−1, V
=15 �m s−1, 
=150 �m, and z0=80 �m and will be used
in the following except when explicitly stated.

A. Sidebranches and bursts

As noticeable with the naked eye �Fig. 4�b��, sidebranch-
ing signals display oscillations related to sidebranch emis-
sions, but grouped by packs of about four to ten side-
branches. We shall call bursts these sidebranch packs.

The periods TS between consecutive sidebranch emissions
are mostly independent of the dendrite size 
 �Fig. 6�a��. It,
however, decreases with the pulling velocity V from about 6
s to 1 s in our velocity range �Fig. 6�b��. As found in a
previous study �21�, the sidebranching period varies as a
power law of V with an exponent close to −3 /2:TS�V−1.6.

While the tip advances by z0=80 �m, the sidebranches
develop and reach an amplitude of �4 �m on the cutting
line of the reference signal �Fig. 4�b��. This indicates that the
fluctuations of normal velocity which yield sidebranch for-
mation are of the order of �4 V /80 here, i.e., �0.75 �m /s
for V=15 �m /s. This corresponds to a moderate velocity
for interface dynamics, of the order of the critical velocity
Vc. However, it appears from Fig. 4�a� that the two first no-
ticeable interface bumps starting from the tip on a dendrite
side display a factor 2 in amplitude. This shows that side-
branching, nevertheless, corresponds to a large amplification
at the scale of sidebranches.

On the reference signal, one notices some depletions of
the signal amplitude �Fig. 4�b��. They make a natural sepa-
ration between sidebranch bursts following which they may
be identified unambiguously. In particular, in each of them,
the sidebranch amplitude is found to rise, saturate, shrink,
and eventually vanish. We, nevertheless, stress that these fea-
tures are prone to the moderate sidebranching regime. Be-
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yond, in the strong sidebranching regime, bursts are found to
overlap, thus calling for a different analysis postponed to
Sec. VIII.

The bursts within which sidebranches are emitted display
irregular lengths TB ranging from about 4 to 26 sidebranches.
The typical frequency of burst occurrence as a function of
their lengths is shown in Fig. 7 for the reference signal. One
observes a peak of occurrence for TB=6TS with a standard
deviation of 4.5TS, a mean of 8TS and a regular decrease up
to TB�26TS.

B. Autocorrelation of a dendritic signal

Figure 8�a� displays the autocorrelation function
C�x ,x���� of the reference signal. As expected, it shows os-
cillations at the sidebranching period TS starting from C=1 at
�=0 s. However, the amplitude of the oscillations regularly
decreases with the time delay until reaching a faint
asymptotic value. We define the coherence time �c of the
signal as the delay � required for reaching this asymptotic
value.

Interestingly, the coherence time reaches a surprisingly
large value �c�7TS, i.e., 30 s, which corresponds to a no-
ticeable growth distance of V�c�440 �m for the dendrite
tip. Such a large correlation over time and space reveals an
unexpected order in the sidebranching signal. This is con-
firmed by addressing the reconstruction of the signal attrac-
tor in phase space. Figure 8�b� then shows in the phase
planes 
x�z0 , t� ,x�z0 , t+�� ,�� an alternance of concentration
around the first bissectrix, a circle and the second bissectrix,
up to roughly ��30 s. This corresponds to an alternance of
phase agreement, phase quadrature, and phase opposition be-
tween signals which stands as a signature of signal coherence
over a finite coherence time �c�30 s.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Evolution of the sidebranch frequency
with the dendrite spacing 
 �a� or the growing velocity V �b�. In �b�,
a power law TS�V� is fitted to the data: TS=AV−1.6 with A=325, 373,
344, and 360 in the figure units for G=50, 78, 110, and
140 K cm−1.
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FIG. 8. Autocorrelation of the whole dendritic signal. �a� Auto-
correlation function of the signal. The decay over an unexpectedly
long period of 30 s, i.e., about seven sidebranching periods, points
to some coherence in the signal. �b� Isodensity surface of the side-
branching signal in the phase space 
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C. Cross-correlation of the dendritic signal

Following the evidence of internal coherence in dendritic
signals, it appears relevant to address their cross-correlation
function. For this, we consider the dendritic signals obtained
at the same distance z0=80 �m from the tips on the left and
right sides of the same dendrite, actually the dendrite labeled
D1 in Fig. 4�a�. We call xL�z0 , t� and xR�z0 , t� the correspond-
ing signals captured over a sampling time of 3585 s. Their
cross-correlation function, reported in Fig. 9�a�, displays
some oscillations linked to sidebranch emissions. However,
for any delay �, its amplitude never emerges above the noisy
background around C=0. This feature, which differs from
that displayed in free growth �8�, indicates an absence of
correlation between the two signals here.

The same conclusion is reached for other z0 and for pairs
of signals belonging to different dendrites. In particular, Fig.

9�b� reveals an absence of correlation between signals ex-
tracted from the left sides of dendrites D1 and D2.

D. Conditional analysis of signal correlation

As sidebranches are emitted by bursts, it appears relevant
to address the link between sidebranch coherence and burst
length. For this, we perform a conditional analysis of signal
correlations with respect to burst lengths by considering
three families of bursts: those smaller than 6TS �heavy black
signal on Fig. 10�, those in between 6 and 12TS �light blue
signal on Fig. 10�, and those above 12TS �faint red signal on
Fig. 10�. We obtain, respectively, �c=4TS, 6TS, and 10TS,
showing an increase in the mean coherence time with the
burst lengths. This observation stresses the importance of
bursts for sidebranch coherence and calls for considering
them for further analysis of sidebranch correlations.

E. Separate time scales

Sidebranching signals thus involve two kinds of phenom-
ena at two different time scales: the emission of sidebranches
on a short time scale, the sidebranching period TS, and the
occurrence of sidebranch bursts on a larger time scale, the
burst length TB. Whereas the sidebranching period TS ap-
pears nearly constant along the entire signal, the burst length
TB varies in between 4 to 26TS with a mean at 8TS. This
points to a definite separation of time scales between side-
branching and bursts.

To further analyze sidebranch correlations, it thus appears
relevant to consider separately these two times scales on the
sidebranching signal. This turns out analyzing the side-
branching signal s�t�=x�z0 , t� in amplitude a�t� and phase
p�t�: s�t�=a�t�p�t�. Here, the amplitude a�t� is defined posi-
tive and p�t� oscillates in between �−1,1�. Then, a�t� repre-
sents the envelope of the signal s�t� and displays a scale of
variation equal to the mean burst length �TB�. On the other
hand, p�t� stands for the phase of the signal whose scale of
variation is the sidebranching period TS. The coherence of
the whole signal s�t� thus requires that of the phase signal
p�t� but also depends on the features of the amplitude signal
a�t�.

In practice, the amplitude signal a�t� may be obtained at a
sufficient accuracy by interpolation between the signal
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FIG. 9. Cross-correlation functions of dendritic signals extracted
from the left and right sides of the same dendrite �a� or from dif-
ferent dendrites �b�. Signals are extracted from dendrite D1 in �a�
and from the left sides of dendrites D1, D2 in �b� �see Fig. 4�a��.
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maxima. For the reference signal of Fig. 4�b�, one then ob-
tains the graph displayed in Fig. 11. Here the differences
with the actual signal envelope stand at the time scale TS
which is small compared to the signal time scale TB. They
will thus be of negligible influence on the analysis of the
coherence of the amplitude signal.

In principle, the phase signal should then be deduced from
s�t� and a�t� as the ratio p�t�=s�t� /a�t�. This procedure
should be adequate for studying the phase coherence in the
domains where a�t� varies slowly as compared to the phase
signal, i.e., where the separation of time scales is effective.
However, in the domains where a�t� quickly grows or
shrinks, i.e., at the beginning or the end of bursts, the actual
variation scales of a�t� and p�t� are similar and the decom-
position in amplitude and phase becomes ambiguous and
sensitive to the zero level defined for the signal. For this
reason, we prefer to keep analyzing below the phase coher-
ence from the whole signal s�t�.

The next two sections are devoted to clarify the coherence
in phase and amplitude of the sidebranching signals by ad-
dressing the correlations of sidebranch occurrences in bursts
�Sec. V� and those of burst occurrences in the whole signals
�Sec. VI�.

V. COHERENCE OF DENDRITIC SIDEBRANCHING
INSIDE A BURST

We focus attention here to the internal coherence of side-
branching in a burst. For this, we address autocorrelation and
cross-correlation functions from signals coming from differ-
ent locations and different dendrites.

A. Autocorrelation of a sidebranching burst

Figure 12�a� displays a typical autocorrelation function of
a sidebranching burst. It is obtained from a burst of the ref-
erence signal, hereafter called b, and referring to the range
2409 s� t�2451 s in Fig. 4�b�. The puzzling thing, which
provides a main outcome of the study, is the large and nearly
constant amplitude of this correlation function. Starting by
construction from C=1 at t=0, its maxima remain above 0.8
for all delays � until the burst end, ��10TS. This result,
which appeared on all bursts, demonstrates a large correla-

tion of sidebranches in a burst and thus a large level of side-
branching coherence within each burst.

B. Cross-correlation of sidebranching bursts coming from the
same signal

Following the intrinsic coherence of sidebranching in a
burst, it appears judicious to address the cross-correlation
between sidebranching bursts extracted from the same den-
dritic signal. Figure 12�b� shows a typical graph obtained
from the above burst b and another burst b� extracted at
2772 s� t�2812 s in the same reference signal. Here too,
the correlation function C��� keeps a surprisingly large am-
plitude, above 0.8 for all delays � until the end of the bursts
overlap: ��10TS. Its value C�0� refers to the mismatch be-
tween the sidebranching phases of the two bursts. However,
the origin taken for delays being arbitrary, it has no specific
signification for the signal coherence. On the other hand, the
large value of the correlation function for all delays indicates
a relative variation in the sidebranching frequency below
TS /TB�10−1 in each burst, and thus its large stability in both
of them. Similarly, the absence of beating in the cross-
correlation function indicates a relative difference between
the sidebranch frequencies of bursts smaller than TS /2TB
�5�10−2 and thus their large closeness. Similar conclu-
sions were obtained on other couple of bursts extracted from
the same signal.

C. Cross-correlation of sidebranching bursts coming from
different signals

We now extend the cross-correlation studies by consider-
ing sidebranching signals extracted still at the same distance
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FIG. 11. Amplitude signal corresponding to the sidebranching
signal of Fig. 4�b�. It is obtained by interpolation between succes-
sive maxima.
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FIG. 12. Correlation functions of bursts belonging to the same
sidebranching signal, here the signal extracted from the dendrite D1

of Fig. 4. �a� Autocorrelation function of a single burst b. �b� Cross-
correlation function of two bursts b and b�.
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z0=80 �m from the dendrite tips but on different dendrites
or different dendrite sides.

1. Left and right sides of a dendrite

Figure 13�a� shows the cross-correlation function C��� be-
tween two bursts extracted at the same time from the same
dendrite, one bL from the left side of dendrite D1 of Fig. 4�a�
�actually the above burst b� and the other bR from its right
side. At zero delay �, it appears that sidebranches are not
synchronized since the value C�0� is lower than unity. How-
ever, a large amplitude of cross-correlation is noticeable, de-
spite the change in dendrite sides between the two signals.
This is at variance with the absence of cross-correlation
found for signals extended over many bursts �Fig. 9�a��. In
comparison, the large correlation evidenced here stresses the
internal coherence of each burst and the closeness of their
frequency. However, the sidebranching phase, as well as the
burst occurrence, shows no synchronization from one to the
other side of the dendrite, despite them being emitted on the
same dendrite.

2. Different dendrites

Figure 13�b� displays the cross-correlation function ob-
tained by taking a couple of bursts bD1, bD2 extracted from
two different dendrites, the left side of dendrite D1 and the
right side of dendrite D2 of Fig. 4�a�. Here too, the cross-

correlation function keeps a large amplitude for all delays, in
contrast with the absence of correlation found on signals ex-
tended over many bursts �Fig. 9�b��. This stresses the robust-
ness of coherence among the whole interface, whatever the
dendrite, as well as the stability and the closeness of side-
branch frequencies on the solidification front.

D. Long-time cross-correlation of a burst with a signal

As the above large amplitudes of cross-correlation func-
tions trace back to the intrinsic coherence of sidebranching in
a burst, they should persist when confronting a burst with a
series of burst, i.e., when considering the cross-correlation of
a burst with a dendritic signal. This is achieved here by per-
forming the cross-correlation of burst b with the reference
signal from which it has been extracted. The correlation
function C���, shown in Fig. 14�a�, exhibits a large ampli-
tude for any delays �, thus evidencing sidebranching coher-
ence. It also shows amplitude modulations over a mean burst
length separated by periods of zero correlation that are sig-
nificantly longer than in the actual signals �Fig. 4�b��. They
thus result not from amplitude modulations but from the
variable phase shifts between successive bursts. Following
them, no net correlation may appear when the burst b equally
overlaps two parts of neighbor bursts.
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FIG. 13. Cross-correlation functions of bursts extracted from
different sidebranching signals. �a� Bursts bR and bL emitted on the
right side and the left side of the same dendrite, the dendrite D1 of
Fig. 4�a�. �b� Bursts bD1 and bD2 emitted on two different dendrites,
the left side of the dendrite D1 and the right side of the dendrite D2

of Fig. 4�a�.
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FIG. 14. Cross-correlation functions between a burst and a side-
branching signal emitted on the same dendrite �a� or on different
dendrites �b�. The persistence of large amplitudes at large delays
evidences the coherence of sidebranching in each burst. Jumps of
the sidebranching phase between bursts are noticeable from phase
mismatches in the oscillations of the cross-correlation functions.
The burst signal is the burst b extracted from dendrite D1 and de-
fined in Sec. V A. �a� The sidebranching signal is the reference
signal x�t� extracted from the same dendrite. �b� The sidebranching
signal x��t� is extracted from the dendrite D2.
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Both results highlight the large coherence of sidebranch-
ing in each burst, the stability of the sidebranching fre-
quency, and the phase uncorrelation of sidebranching from
burst to burst. In particular, the latter feature explains the
compatibility between the long-time correlation between the
burst b and the whole signal and the rapid decay of the signal
autocorrelation function �Fig. 8�a��: for delays � larger than
about a burst length, the autocorrelation function C��� results
from the sum of the cross-correlations between various
bursts of the signal; their phase uncorrelation then yields a
net zero integral contribution, C=0.

Similar observations are made when performing the
cross-correlation of the burst b with the signal emitted from
another dendrite, here the left side of dendrite D2 �Fig.
14�b��. This confirms the coherence of sidebranching in
bursts and the closeness of their sidebranching frequency,
independently of the dendrite considered.

VI. UNCOHERENCE OF BURST EMISSIONS IN THE
SIDEBRANCHING SIGNAL

We now focus attention on the coherence of burst emis-
sions by investigating the auto- and cross-correlations in-
volved in the envelope a�t� of the sidebranching signal. As
shown by comparison between Figs. 4�b� and 11, this enve-
lope actually skips sidebranching but conveys burst emis-
sions. It is thus suitable for analyzing their coherence. How-
ever, to facilitate the interpretation of correlation functions, it
will appear more convenient to use centered envelopes ã�t�
in the following.

A. Autocorrelation of an amplitude signal

Figure 15�a� shows the autocorrelation function of the
centered amplitude ã�t� of the reference signal. It displays a
decay to zero on a coherence time �a of about 33 s. Interest-
ingly, this time appears quite close to the mean burst length
�TB��8TS=33.6 s, meaning that the autocorrelation disap-
pears as soon as a burst statistically overlaps its neighbor.
This indicates the absence of long-range correlation in burst
emissions, i.e., in both burst occurrences and burst lengths.

This conclusion is confirmed by considering an isodensity
surface of the trajectory of the envelope signal in the phase
space 
a�t� ,a�t+�� ,��. Figure 15�b� then shows, for short
delays � smaller than �a, a surface close to the first bissectrix
as a result of the initial correlation of the signal with itself.
However, for larger delays, it exhibits a nearly uniform sur-
face showing none of the symmetries expected in case of
correlations �Sec. III B�. This, in particular, contrasts with
the symmetric structures exhibited over several periods on
similar surfaces for sidebranching signals �Fig. 8�b��. Be-
yond the differences of time scales between sidebranching
and bursts ��TB� /TS�8�, this emphasizes the absence of cor-
relation in the burst signal.

B. Cross-correlation of different amplitude signals

Despite the absence of temporal coherence in the ampli-
tude signals, it appears relevant to investigate their spatial
coherence by addressing the level of cross-correlations be-

tween signals belonging to different sides of a same dendrite
or to different dendrites.

1. Left and right sides of a dendrite

We consider the centered amplitude of signals extracted
on the left side ãL�z , t� and the right side ãR�z , t� of a den-
drite. Their cross-correlation is shown in Fig. 16�a� for a
representative dendrite, the dendrite D1 of Fig. 4�a�. It re-
veals no correlation, for any delay � between the signals. In
particular, even for zero delay, the level of correlation
C�ãL , ãR��0� is desperately low. This absence of correlation
means that burst emissions on both sides of a dendrite are
statistically independent one from the other.

2. Different dendrites

Signals referring to different dendrites are considered by
addressing the centered amplitudes of the sidebranching sig-
nals extracted from the right side of dendrites D1 and the left
side of dendrite D3 of Fig. 4�a�. Here again, their cross-
correlation function reported in Fig. 16�b� reveals no corre-
lation for any delay � between the signals, even for zero
delay. This result, which echoes that found on the opposite
sides of a dendrite, means the absence of any spatial coher-
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FIG. 15. Statistical analysis of bursts emitted in a sidebranching
signal. �a� Autocorrelation function of the centered amplitude ã�t�
of the reference signal. Its vanishing beyond 30 s, i.e., about a mean
burst length, indicates an absence of correlation in burst emissions.
�b� Isodensity surface of the amplitude signal in the phase space

a�t� ,a�t+�� ,��. The absence of structure and of symmetries for �
larger than a mean burst length emphasizes the absence of
coherence.
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ence in burst emissions. This, together with the above ab-
sence of temporal coherence, concludes to an absence of any
kind of coherence in burst emissions on the dendritic inter-
face.

VII. UNCORRELATION OF SIDEBRANCHING PHASES
BETWEEN BURSTS

To complete the analysis of sidebranching coherence, it is
worth addressing whether the sidebranching signal keeps the
same phase when changing bursts or undergoes a phase
jump.

A. Evidence of phase jumps between consecutive bursts

A phase jump between periodic functions involving the
same period may be noticed by a marked decrease in their
cross-correlation functions when the delay between signals is
such that the first signal overlap half itself and half the sec-
ond signal. This is apparent on the cross-correlation function
C��� obtained from a couple of consecutive bursts b1 ,b2 ex-
tracted from the reference signal �Fig. 17�a��. Figure 17�b�
then shows large correlations at both small delays and large
enough delays for making the first burst fully overlap the
second. However, in between, its decrease below an ampli-
tude of 0.5 reveals the existence of a phase mismatch be-
tween them.

The phase jump 	� between bursts can also be directly
detected on the phase of the cross-correlation function C���.
Its maxima indeed occur at �=nTS , n�N for delays small
enough for avoiding a large overlap between bursts and for
�= pTS+	� , p�N for delays so large that the first burst
overlaps the second. The phase difference 	� can be evi-
denced by superposing on the graph of the cross-correlation
function C��� a sinusoidal function in phase agreement with
it for small � : its phase shift with C��� at large � then evi-
dences the phase jump 	� �Fig. 17�b��.

B. Distribution of phase jumps between consecutive bursts

To address the phase jumps between consecutive bursts
on the whole signal, we apply the above method to the whole
bursts. We first identify each burst from a marked decrease of
the signal amplitude �Fig. 10�a��. We then adjust on each of
them the phase of a sinusoidal signal at the sidebranching
period so as to make the extrema of both signals simulta-
neous. The phase mismatch between the sinusoidal functions
referring to consecutive bursts then gives the phase shift be-
tween bursts. Pixelization limits its accuracy to about one
third of pixel, i.e., 10°.

Analysis of the reference signal reveals a distribution of
phase jumps mainly uniform given the dispersion inherent to
the limited number of data in each bin �Fig. 18�. In particu-
lar, the median value of phase jumps is 	�= with a stan-
dard deviation of  /2, large enough for making the maxi-
mum of the histogram at 	�= not statistically significant.
Accordingly, no correlation between neighbor bursts is evi-
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FIG. 16. Cross-correlation function of the centered amplitude of
bursts belonging to different sidebranching signals. �a� Bursts emit-
ted on the left side ãL and the right side ãR of the same dendrite,
here the dendrite D1 of Fig. 4�a�. �b� Bursts ã1 and ã2 emitted on
two different dendrites, here the right side of dendrites D1 and the
left side of dendrite D3 of Fig. 4�a�. Both show an absence of
correlation.
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FIG. 17. Evidence of phase jumps between two neighbor bursts
of the sidebranching signal. �a� Signal involving two neighbors
bursts b1 and b2 taken from the reference signal of Fig. 4�b�. �b�
Autocorrelation function of the signal and comparison to a sinu-
soidal function with a period equal to the mean period of the first
burst. A phase jump is noticeable at the transition between the two
bursts.
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denced, even on a statistical viewpoint. Bursts are thus in-
trinsically coherent regarding the sidebranching signal but
uncorrelated regarding both their occurrence and their side-
branching phase.

VIII. BEYOND THE MODERATE SIDEBRANCHING
REGIME

We now extend the analysis of coherence to dendrites
standing farther from the sidebranching onset and to asym-
metric dendrites growing with an angle with respect to the
thermal gradient. This will enable us to address the influence
of sidebranch amplitude and of dendrite form on the side-
branching coherence.

A. Strong sidebranching regime

Figure 19�a� shows dendrites growing far from the side-
branching onset. All display well developed sidebranches
from the tip vicinity down to the grooves with no rest part
free of sidebranching. This questions the existence of side-
branch bursts here and the resulting implications on side-
branching coherence.

The early development of sidebranches makes them point
toward a direction that is no longer normal to the dendrite
axis z. As a result, the method for extracting sidebranching
signals has to be adapted for ensuring a single intersection of
the cutting line with the interface and avoid a spurious asym-
metry between the rising and decreasing sides of a signal.

Figure 19�b� shows a part of a sidebranching signal ex-
tracted this way from the right side of dendrite D2 of Fig.
19�a�, at about 85 �m from the tip and along a cutting line
inclined by 30° with respect to the dendrite axis. This signal,
which extends over a sampling time of 160 s, will be taken
hereafter as a reference signal and labeled x�t�.

This sidebranching signal displays oscillations at a small
sidebranching period of TS=1.3 s and a large amplitude of
about 15 �m. As in the moderate sidebranching regime, it
shows phase jumps in the vicinity of which the signal enve-
lope abruptly shrinks to zero in a sidebranching period or
less. It thus still seems to be made of bursts but which are no
longer well separated as they were in the moderate side-
branching regime. Further correlation analyses are, neverthe-
less, required to confirm and clarify this qualitative analysis.
They are reported below.

Following the continuous emission of sidebranches, the
envelope signals are mostly constant, so that addressing their
correlations appears useless here. We then turn attention to

the correlations of the sidebranching signal. Figure 20 shows
that its autocorrelation function exhibits oscillations at the
sidebranching frequency, here TS=1.3 s, bounded by an en-
velope decaying over a coherence time �c of several side-
branching periods �c�6TS. This behavior is actually similar
to that observed in the moderate sidebranching regime. The
similarity between the two regimes also extends to the cross-
correlation between signals extracted on different dendrites
which, here too, show no correlation.

Further inquiry into the nature of sidebranching can be
obtained by looking for the cross-correlation between a burst
arbitrarily extracted from the reference signal and either the
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FIG. 18. Histogram of the phase jumps between consecutive
bursts of the reference signal.
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FIG. 19. Dendrites in the strong sidebranching regime. Thermal
gradient, velocity, and dendrite spacing are G=50 K cm−1, V
=30 �m s−1, and 
�160 �m. �a� Snapshot showing largely de-
veloped sidebranches close to the dendrite tips. �b� Sidebranching
signal extracted on the right side of dendrite D2 at a distance z0

=85 �m from its tip and along a cutting line normal to the mean
interface. It involves oscillations at a small sidebranching period
TS=1.3 s and with a large amplitude of about 15 �m. Vanishing of
the signal envelope is reduced to tiny periods of about one side-
branching. This signal will serve as a reference signal.
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FIG. 20. Autocorrelation function of the reference signal. Its
decay on 6TS�8 s refers to the mean burst length beyond which
phase jumps destroy the overall coherence of the sidebranching
signal.
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whole reference signal �Fig. 21�a�� or another signal refer-
ring to another dendrite �the left side of dendrite D3� �Fig.
21�b��. In both cases, repetitive bursts of coherence are ob-
tained. They altogether reveal that sidebranching signals are
made of a succession of coherent parts with variable phase
relationships between them. Then, making a sidebranch burst
glide on the signals yields successive periods of large corre-
lations interrupted by the phase mismatch between the suc-
cessive bursts. In particular, the important thing is that side-
branch bursts are still emitted here, even if this is no longer
manifest from depressions of the sidebranch amplitude but
by phase jumps.

The evolution of phase jumps during the drifting of side-
branches along the interface is reported in Fig. 22. Here,
three signals have been extracted at three different distances
z0 from the dendrite tip on the right side of dendrite D2.
Their time origin is taken so that they refer to the same
sidebranches. They all involve phase jumps that have been
noticed with full lines. Interestingly, the lines referring to the
same phase jump overlap, thus indicating that phase jumps
have not evolved with respect to sidebranches. They were
thus present until the very beginning of sidebranching and
simply drifted together with the branches.

Interestingly, some phase jumps correspond near the den-
drite tip to a depression of sidebranch amplitude. This is, for
instance, apparent at t=70 s where the transition between
bursts is noticeable at z0=36 �m but much less visible at

z0=85 �m. Although some other phase jumps do not appar-
ently follow this rule �e.g., that occurring at t=115 s�, this
observation together with the conservation of phase jumps
during sidebranch development provides a continuity be-
tween the two sidebranching regimes. In both of them, a
raise of the sidebranch amplitude from zero may be associ-
ated with a burst; however, depending on the distance to the
sidebranching onset it may be identified closer or farther
from the tip. This conclusion means that the sidebranch am-
plitude plays here a secondary role, the primary role being
held by the sidebranching phase. Alternatively, it stresses the
physical equivalence between the moderate and strong side-
branching regime regarding the nature of sidebranching.

B. Asymmetric dendrites

Up to now, the principal axes of the cubic succinonitrile
crystal were aligned with the sample depth direction, the
thermal gradient G, and the isothermal lines. The crystal
orientation thus matched the characteristic directions of the
solidification setup so that a symmetric growth could be
achieved. In particular, the growth direction of dendrites was
parallel to G and their left and right sides showed similar
sidebranch developments.

This configuration is, however, specific to laboratory ex-
periments. In practice, the crystalline axes are usually mis-
aligned with respect to the setup axes so that growth involves
some asymmetry. To address this more generic case, we con-
sider below the directional solidification of a crystal that is
slightly misorientated with respect to the setup directions
�56�. In particular, whereas one of its principal axes is still
aligned with the sample depth, the two others involve a slight
angle with respect to the thermal gradient and the isothermal
lines. This results in asymmetric dendrites growing in a di-
rection no longer parallel to G and showing different kinds
of sidebranch dynamics on their sides. In particular, here, the
right side of dendrites shows no branching whereas the left
side involves some �Fig. 23�a��. This, therefore, provides the
opportunity of studying sidebranch developments without in-
teractions with sidebranches emitted on the opposite side of
the dendrite or on the facing groove of a neighbor dendrite.
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FIG. 21. Cross-correlation function between a burst and a side-
branching signal. The evidence of a large correlation amplitude well
beyond the burst length shows the sidebranching coherence. Phase
jumps are noticeable from the phase mismatches of the correlation
function. �a� Same sidebranching signal as that of the burst �here,
the reference signal�. �b� Sidebranching signal referring to another
dendrite �left side of dendrite D3� than that of the burst �right side of
dendrite D2�.
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FIG. 22. Sidebranching signals taken on the same dendrite �D2�
and on the same �right� side but at different distances from the
dendrite tip. Three values of z0 have been considered: 36, 53, and
85 �m. The amplitude is found to increase by a factor 4 from the
closest �z0=36 �m� to the farthest �z0=85 �m� point to the tip.
The phase jumps detected at z0=85 �m are indicated by thin lines.
They are found at almost the same place at the other distances from
the tip, z0=53 and 36 �m.
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Figure 23�a� shows dendrites referring to the following
growth conditions: G=140 K cm−1, V=20 �m s−1, 

=101 �m, Péclet number Pe=1.47, and an angle of 10° be-
tween a crystal axis and G. Following the dendrite misorien-
tation, the dendritic signal is extracted by taking a cutting
line making an angle of −27° with respect to the direction G.
A representative part of the signal extracted this way over a
sampling period of 1510 s at a distance z0�72 �m from the
tip is displayed in Fig. 23�b�. It shows a sidebranching period
of TS=2.15 s and a sidebranch emission by bursts revealed
by a depression of the signal envelope, as for symmetric
dendrites �Sec. IV�.

Correlations analyses of the sidebranching signals are re-
ported in Fig. 24. As for symmetric dendrites, the autocorre-
lation of the sidebranching signal shows a decay over a co-
herence time �c�5TS �Fig. 24�a��. Here too, its value is
similar to both the mean burst length and the coherence time
of the autocorrelation function of the signal envelope. It thus
indicates a sidebranching coherence restricted to bursts. In
contrast, the cross-correlation between sidebranching signals
extracted on different dendrites shows no correlation for any
delay �Fig. 24�b��. This here too points to an absence of
correlation between the sidebranching phases of different
bursts.

We thus turn attention to the intrinsic sidebranching co-
herence of bursts by performing the cross-correlation be-
tween an arbitrary burst and the whole signal �Fig. 25�. As
for symmetric dendrites, we find a series of bursts in which
the correlation function reaches significant values. This re-
veals the internal coherence of sidebranching by bursts to-
gether with a common sidebranch frequency and some phase
jumps from bursts to bursts.

Asymmetric dendrites thus show a sidebranch dynamics
similar to that found on symmetric dendrites despite the ab-
sence of sidebranching on the groove that faces the one

which emits sidebranches. Conversely, this tends to reject a
significant interplay between the sidebranch dynamics of fac-
ing grooves in symmetric dendrites, a statement actually sup-
ported by the absence of cross-correlations between them
�Fig. 9�a��.

IX. DISCUSSION

We discuss here the main features and implications of our
findings. We first stress the steadiness of the dendrite tip
motion and we emphasize the absence of relevant extrinsic
perturbations for explaining sidebranching coherence. We
then conclude about the nature of sidebranching in our sys-
tem and put it in perspective regarding the literature. We
finally draw on possible mechanisms for sidebranching co-
herence.
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FIG. 23. Asymmetric dendrites. �a� Snapshot of asymmetric
dendrites growing at an angle to the thermal gradient G following a
misorientation of the crystal lattice. �b� Sidebranching signal ex-
tracted by intersection with a line normal to the mean interface.
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FIG. 24. Correlation functions on asymmetric dendrites. �a� Au-
tocorrelation function of the sidebranching signal. �b� Cross-
correlation function between sidebranching signals extracted on dif-
ferent dendrites.
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FIG. 25. Cross-correlation function between a burst and the
sidebranching signal of an asymmetric dendrite.
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A. Steady tip motion

Interestingly, to our optical accuracy, no dendrite tip fluc-
tuation is noticeable on either cells or dendrites at the side-
branching period. The tip position is thus constant within a
pixel in the laboratory frame, i.e., to a nominal accuracy of
0.5 �m and, after zooming a factor 4, to an enhanced accu-
racy of 0.12 �m. The fact that, in the present directional
growth experiment, observation of solidification can be made
over many sidebranchings in the mean frame of the interface,
results in a largely enhanced accuracy on tip velocity. In
particular, steadiness of tip position up to 0.5 �m corre-
sponds to a steady velocity to an accuracy on the order of
0.1 �m s−1 over a sidebranch emission.

Of course, by definition, one can never exclude tip oscil-
lations below the actual experimental accuracy. For instance,
in free growth, a peak at the sidebranching frequency has
been found in the frequency spectrum of the tip velocity but
its detection has been recognized as an experimental chal-
lenge �34�. Here, we nevertheless notice that a tip oscillation,
if any, would involve an amplitude smaller than a tenth of
micron.

On the opposite, the actual surprise in our observation is
that sidebranches do not induce any noticeable effect on tip
velocities. Indeed, as sidebranches stand as a definitely large
perturbation in the vicinity of the dendrite tip, one might
have expected some implications on tip motions, at least at
the present accuracy. In this respect, the steadiness of den-
drite tip velocity reported here appears quite intriguing and
significant.

B. Extrinsic perturbations

In our experimental setup, the extrinsic perturbations of
the interface dynamics can come from thermal parts or from
the sample translation device. We address below their main
features and conclude about their effect on the solidification
interface. It will appear that none of them involve the re-
quired features to be responsible of the observed dynamical
features of sidebranching.

1. Thermal perturbations

Heaters and coolers are electronically regulated to better
than a tenth of kelvin over less than a tenth of second. These
temperature fluctuations generate damped diffusive thermal
waves in the sample which further reach the solidification
interface in the middle of the gap g. The damping factor
writes exp�−�� /2��1/2g /2�, where � is the characteristic fre-
quency of fluctuations and � is the glass diffusivity. Given
our gaps, it is smaller than exp�−40�, i.e., 6�10−18. The
temperature fluctuations given by the thermal devices at the
solidification interface are thus negligible.

Convection between heaters and coolers might yield ther-
mal modulations at the sample surface, whose unsteadiness
could induce dynamic perturbations onto the interface. How-
ever, their effect has been minimized by inserting thin glass
plates above and below the sample so as to delimit a 1-mm-
thick layer free of external disturbances. Nevertheless, let us
consider the effect of the largest possible temperature fluc-
tuation 	T�100 K occurring at the sample surface on a

zone typically of the order of the air layer depth 	, i.e., a
millimeter. Due to the large thermal conductivity of glass,
four times larger than that of air, this perturbation will spread
in the glass plate by diffusion over a zone about four times
larger. Then, following the low volumetric capacity of air Ca,
2000 times smaller than that of glass Cg, the net mean tem-
perature variation of the perturbed glass zone will be of order
	T�Ca /Cg� /16�3�10−3 K only. For a thermal gradient of
50 K cm−1, this corresponds to a variation in position of
about 0.6 �m. This perturbation will eventually be damped
by diffusion on a time scale of order 16	2 /��30 s. Its typi-
cal extension and time scale thus cannot be linked to side-
branching.

2. Mechanical perturbations

Four kinds of perturbations of the sample translation can
be induced in the setup: the screw misalignment, the reductor
rotation, the motor steps, and the motor microsteps. The
screw misalignment yields a modulation at the period of the
screw pitch lp=5 mm. In comparison, the remaining pertur-
bations involve modulation lengths that are reduced accord-
ing to the cascade: reductor factor 74.1, motor step number
200, and microsteps number 32. This yields the following
modulation periods: lr= lp /74.1=67 �m for the reductor,
lm= lp /200=0.33 �m for the motor steps, and l�= lm /32
=10−2 �m for the motor microsteps.

We notice that these perturbation lengths are constant
whereas the distance between consecutive sidebranches var-
ies as lS=VTS�V−0.6 �Fig. 6�b��. Accordingly, these mechani-
cal perturbations can hardly be invoked as responsible for
sidebranching. Nevertheless, it appears that the screw and the
motor involve a much larger and much smaller modulation
length than the sidebranch period lS, respectively, but that, in
between, the reductor displays a perturbation length lr of the
same order: lr� lS since 50� lS�150 �m in our range.

To further analyze the possible effects of mechanical per-
turbations, we then consider their implication on the thermal
field around the interface. This turns out addressing the im-

plications of a modulation Ṽ�t� of the velocity V of the
sample translation. Owing to the linear form of the
advection-diffusion equation which sets the dynamics of the
thermal field in the sample, this may be straightforwardly
performed by a normal mode analysis. The Appendix then
shows that above a velocity of 1.6�l /g2, a perturbation of
modulation length l leaves the thermal field frozen. This
means that it only undergoes a global translation at the ad-

ditional speed Ṽ�t� with no other kinds of evolution. The
same conclusion can also be made for the concentration field
which is advected at the actual sample velocity. Both effects
then yield the interface to simply translate at the velocity of

the fluctuation Ṽ�t� with no other kinds of dynamical evolu-
tion.

The above criterion thus states that a dynamical implica-
tion of mechanical perturbations on solidification can only be
sought below a velocity of 40 �m s−1 for the screw,
0.5 �m s−1 for the reductor, 3.10−3 �m s−1 for the motor
steps, and 10−4 �m s−1 for the motor microsteps. Only the
screw can then induce a dynamical perturbation on the so-
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lidification interface in the velocity range of sidebranching,
but on a modulation length extremely large compared to the
sidebranching period or the burst length. Conversely, the
same criterion shows that perturbations at the sidebranching
period lS, if any, could only have a dynamical effect below
2 �m s−1 �Appendix�, i.e., far below the occurrence of side-
branching. Accordingly, none of the four possible mechani-
cal perturbations listed above can be part of the sidebranch-
ing dynamics.

The same kind of arguments for bursts shows that none of
the above mechanical perturbations provide a modulation
length of the order of the burst spatial scale lB�8lS: lr� lB
� lp. On the other hand, a perturbation on this scale would
yield no dynamical effects above 7.5 �m s−1, a velocity of
the order of the sidebranching onset but far below those con-
sidered in the sidebranching regimes. No mechanical pertur-
bation of the sample translation can thus be at the origin of
the burst dynamics.

In addition, we stress that mechanical perturbations of the
sample velocity, whatever their origin, would nevertheless
act the same way and at the same time on the whole inter-
face, i.e., on the whole dendrites. They would then yield the
same perturbations of dendrite tip motion, whatever the den-
drite, and thus large correlations between the sidebranch dy-
namics displayed on different dendrites or on different sides
of a dendrite. None of these features have been observed
here either on sidebranching or on burst dynamics �Secs.
IV–VIII�. Accordingly, regarding modulation lengths, field
dynamics, and spatial coherence, neither thermal nor me-
chanical perturbations appear to play a role in the observed
sidebranching dynamics.

C. Nature of sidebranching coherence

The correlation analyses of sidebranching signals have
brought about an ambivalent nature of sidebranching: side-
branch emissions occur by bursts with a large coherence in
each burst but no coherence regarding both the burst emis-
sion and the burst sidebranching phase. Each burst thus ap-
pears as a new dynamical event, internally coherent, but in-
dependent of the previous ones, especially regarding the
sidebranching phase.

The sidebranching signal thus appears analogous to the
succession of wave trains found in natural light: large coher-
ence in each train but complete decorrelation between trains
regarding their emission time and their phase. These features
yield an absence of statistical coherence unless definite trains
are considered. One recovers this way our main results: ab-
sence of cross-correlation between extended sidebranching
signals, whatever their origin; large cross- or autocorrelation
between single bursts, whatever their origin; a coherence
time of extended signals close to the mean burst length.

The analogy between sidebranching and natural light em-
phasizes the nature of the dynamical system responsible for
sidebranch emissions. In natural light, the intrinsic coherence
of wave trains points to the existence of oscillators involving
a large quality factor: the atoms. Here, the intrinsic coher-
ence of sidebranching bursts points to the existence of a limit
cycle in the sidebranch dynamics. The fact that coherence is

reached as soon as a burst is emitted indicates a large attrac-
tion of this limit cycle in phase space. That different bursts
show large cross-correlation with no beating reveals a large
frequency stability, not only in each burst, but also from
burst to burst, whatever their origin.

D. Comparison to literature

Experiments in free �8,9,33,34,36–38,40,41� or direc-
tional �35,39� growth have displayed a large range of dy-
namical behavior for sidebranching including either steady
�8,9,36–38� or oscillatory �33–41� tip motions with either
sidebranch coherence, at least in some regimes, �36–39� or
none �8,9�. We interpret our results below in light of these
previous findings.

The steadiness of dendrite tip motion has been noticed on
the free growth of a supersaturated NH4Br aqueous solution
�8� and on that of a pure xenon melt �9�. In particular, the
relative velocity fluctuations were found less than �3.5% �8�
and �3% �9�, respectively. In the present directional growth
experiment, a steady tip velocity was also found to an accu-
racy of 0.1% over a burst length. Despite these large accura-
cies, a definite conclusion about tip steadiness relies on the
level below which any significant role of tip velocity modu-
lations in sidebranching can be ruled out. Without a definite
identification of the sidebranching mechanism, its determina-
tion remains an open issue. In particular, in free growth of
pure pivalic acid, an accurate study of the frequency spec-
trum of dendrite tip motion revealed a peak at the side-
branching frequency but with an amplitude weaker than that
of the signal noise �34�. Whether this peak is a cause or a
consequence of sidebranching and whether its role in side-
branch dynamics is negligible or essential thus remains to
elucidate.

Anyway, it nevertheless appears that in these four experi-
ments �8,9,16,34�, tip velocity modulation, if any, was ex-
tremely tiny in comparison with the sidebranch amplitudes.
This provides a definite difference with the tip pulsations
found at an amplitude similar to sidebranches in some ex-
periments, at least in some regimes �36–39�.

Many of these tip pulsations were related to tip splitting
or to a succession of flattening and protruding phases at the
tip, actually reminiscent of the early phases of tip splitting.
This contrasts with our experiment where no tip oscillation
and no tendency to tip splitting were evidenced. It appears,
however, that these tip-splitting-like dynamics occurred for
specific growth directions of dendrites, namely, the �111� di-
rection �37–39� or the �100� direction with splittings into the
�110� direction �36�. They were thus likely linked to aniso-
tropy. Here, our observations are made on dendrites growing
in or close to the �100� direction, with sidebranches not as-
cribed to grow in a direction normal to the dendrite trunk and
on a material, the succinonitrile, involving a low interfacial
or kinetic anisotropy. Accordingly, one may expect the role
of anisotropy to be weaker here, thus possibly preventing the
occurrence of these tip-splitting-like modes.

For dendrites involving an oscillatory tip motion, one may
expect some sidebranch correlations between their left and
right sides. This has been actually noticed in �36� in both a
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tip-splitting mode and a tip-oscillating mode �with in this last
case both symmetric or antisymmetric dendrite sides�, in �37�
with observations on three sidebranching periods, in �39�
with regular alternate splittings about 80% of times, and in
�38� for a moderate velocity regime 20�V�50 �m s−1.
These left/right correlations are at variance with our obser-
vation of an absence of cross-correlation between signals ex-
tracted on both sides of a dendrite. This difference goes in
line with our observation of tip steadiness.

For dendrites involving a steady tip motion, a sidebranch
correlation between the left and right sides of a dendrite is
more striking. It has been observed on freely growing den-
drites from a cross-correlation function between the left and
right sides of the same dendrite �8�. There, damped oscilla-
tions of the correlation function extended over a coherence
time of six sidebranching periods. Judging from the present
experiment, this reveals a noticeable coherence between both
sides of the dendrite. This statement contrasts with the side-
branching dynamics found here since no cross-correlation
was detected between the signals extracted from the two
sides of a same dendrite. Similarly, the absence of correlation
between the opposite sides of dendrites has been reported on
thermal xenon dendrites in support of a fractal analysis of
their shape �9�.

On a general viewpoint, correlations between the left and
right sides of a dendrite indicate common or correlated per-
turbations of the two dendrite sides presumably generated at
the dendrite tip. In the experiments referred in �36–39�, they
could be naturally traced back to tip oscillations. Without
evidence of noticeable tip oscillations in �8�, their origin re-
mains more puzzling there.

Intrinsic coherence of sidebranching directly traces back
to the autocorrelation of the sidebranching signal on a given
side of a dendrite. No such correlation analysis has been
achieved on dendrites involving oscillatory tips but dendrite
images show a large intrinsic correlation in �36,38�. On the
other hand, an autocorrelation extending over six sidebranch-
ing periods has been reported on free growth of supersatu-
rated NH4Br aqueous solution �8�. This appears similar to the
coherence time found here on a sidebranching signal but is at
variance with the absence of correlation reported on a de-
tailed analysis of sidebranching on thermal xenon dendrites
�9�.

Altogether, this comparative review shows that no experi-
ment gathers the same observations that those reported here,
namely, no tip splitting, no tip oscillation, and no cross-
correlation between opposite sides of a dendrite but an auto-
correlation of the sidebranching signal pointing to a large
coherence by bursts. In particular, all experiments recovered
at least one of the above features but none agreed with all
and no experiment emphasized the emission of sidebranches
by bursts and its implication on sidebranching coherence.
However, this specific feature, the existence of sidebranch
bursts, deserves to be emphasized for two main reasons.
First, because it provides an alternative scenario between a
robust nonlinear oscillator and a noisy amplifier: a limit
cycle visited erratically at each burst occurrence. Second,
because sidebranching dynamics then shows an ambivalence
between order �a limit cycle� and disorder �erratic bursts�
which may help understanding in a single framework the

large range of observations on sidebranching. In particular,
we notice that experiments which showed a large cross-
correlation between opposite sides of dendrites are also those
which involved long sidebranch emissions, i.e., long bursts
�36–39�. Conversely, those which concluded to moderate
auto- and cross-correlations involved moderately long emis-
sions, i.e., bursts of only several sidebranches �8,16�. As the
burst emissions are found here to be erratic and at the origin
of a reset of phase coherence, the burst length may thus be a
possible explanation of the diversity of the conclusions of
experiments on the nature of sidebranching.

E. What mechanisms for a coherence by bursts

Our observations raise two main issues regarding the na-
ture and the mechanisms of sidebranching, one referring to
bursts and the other to sidebranches. The first issue refers to
the origin of bursts and the reason for their finite lifetime. We
first notice that, as bursts occur on asymmetric dendrites on
which a single side is branching, their origin cannot be at-
tributed to feedback interactions between the two branching
sides of dendrites at their tip. On the other hand, according to
the linearized approaches of dendrite dynamics �23–28,32�,
bursts should correspond to localized wave packets of distur-
bances initiated in the tip region and evolving down to the
tail as the dendrite grows. Their long duration as compared
to the coherence time of noise is, however, puzzling and at
variance with the statistics of natural noise. In particular, the
coherence length of interface fluctuations determined on
thermal dendrites �27� would be smaller than a sidebranch
spacing here and thus too small to explain the observed burst
lengths. Other causes involving nonlinearity seem, therefore,
to have to be looked for to explain the burst features.

A possible nonlinear scenario could rely on a subcritical
nature of the interface instability yielding amplitude pertur-
bations to relax on a large time. However, burst envelopes
show a merely concave shape instead of an overall relaxation
profile and no kind of natural perturbation seems to involve
the required magnitude to spontaneously generate the ob-
served bursts �26�. Another possibility would be an intermit-
tent character of sidebranching following which the vicinity
of a limit cycle emitting sidebranches would be repeatedly
visited over finite periods of time. However, the sidebranch-
ing signals do not show the usual features of intermittent
signals and no values of the control parameters seem to yield
a permanent state of oscillations, i.e., an actual limit cycle. In
particular, even in the strong sidebranching regime where
sidebranches are continuously emitted, the phase jumps that
they display indicate that they refer to different wave trains
of oscillations. More works are thus required to elucidate the
origin of burst dynamics. This would be of primary impor-
tance for understanding the reset of sidebranching phase co-
herence or the phase jumps between bursts and thus the prac-
tical limitations for ordered dendritic sidebranching.

The second issue refers to the origin and the mechanism
of sidebranching coherence in each burst, till its very begin-
ning to its very end. This, obviously, requires either nonlin-
ear features or coherent perturbations. In particular, as linear
mechanisms only add the effects of perturbations, they can
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only provide a phase coherence that would already be
present in their initial conditions, i.e., in the perturbation
bath. Such kind of coherent perturbations have been exter-
nally introduced in various studies of forced free �45–47� or
directional sidebranching �48�. On natural sidebranching,
they could be naturally provided by an alternate dynamical
mechanism, as a tip dynamics mediated by the first stage of
a tip-splitting instability �36–39�. However, in our experi-
ment, it appears that this tip dynamics, if any, involves am-
plitudes below our best resolution and thus far below the
sidebranch amplitude. A nonlinear mechanism capable of
providing coherent sidebranches from erratic noise thus
seems mandatory to explain our observations.

A canonical way for providing nonlinearity is a feedback
loop. Notice that it must already be at work on the single
branching side of asymmetric dendrite. Here, the feedback
would link the effect of a sidebranch to the conditions pre-
vailing at the location of its origin, the dendrite tip, or more
generally on an upward part of the interface. In both cases,
this coupling would thus be nonlocal. Suggestions for such
kind of coupling include solute diffusion �40�, propagation
�31,32�, phase diffusion �11�, and elasticity �57�. The former
mechanism has been proposed for explaining tip oscillations
by the perturbations induced by sidebranches on the concen-
tration field �40�. It is actually at work in the oscillatory
instability of cells �e.g., 2�−O mode�, but on diffusive time
scales much larger than the sidebranching periods �58–60�
and rather of the order of burst lengths. The second sugges-
tion involves two different mechanisms. The first one points
to the selection of a propagation velocity of nonlinear fronts
sufficiently large to make a sidebranch front propagate back
to the vicinity of the dendrite tip �31�. This is reminiscent, in
the nonlinear regime, of the possibility of propagation of
disturbances back to the tip found in the linear analysis of
interfacial waves of thermal dendrites �24–27,32�. In particu-
lar, the cubic dispersion relationship inherent to the instabil-
ity of solidification interfaces �i.e., the Mullins-Sekerka in-
stability �12�� gives rise to three modes among which two
propagate toward the dendrite tip and one toward its tail
�24–26,32�. Furthermore, the existence of a turning point for
the normal linear modes gives rise to a reflection of waves
back to the dendrite tip and eventually to their trapping
within the tip region �32�. The next mechanism addresses the
nonlinear amplitude regime of an unstable curved interface
on which the dynamics is then driven by a slow mode: the
phase of modulations. It was then observed and derived that
nonlinear phase diffusion improves the ordering of phase
modulations �11�. Finally, the last mechanism relies on the
preferred elastic modes of deformations of a curved substra-
tum �57�. These modes were then invoked as an origin of the
well-ordered emission of protrusions on meristems which is
known to be a precursor of phyllotaxis �6�.

Other mechanisms suitable for yielding a limit cycle for
the tip dynamics invoke a combined effect of stretch and
nonlinearity �61� or a competition between the surface ten-
sion anisotropy and the kinetic anisotropy resulting in an
alternance of preferred growth directions �37�. The latter sce-
nario echoes the various structures and growth directions
found in free growth when varying the relative magnitude of
the two kinds of anisotropy �62�. It is also reminiscent of the

limit cycle found in a geometrical model of growth interface
in which a higher derivative mimics the effect of anisotropy
�30�.

Many physical phenomena can thus possibly yield a limit
cycle for sidebranching provided a nonlocal feedback is
worked out in the growth system. However, the right mecha-
nism will have to provide sidebranch coherence as soon as
sidebranches are emitted and avoid tip oscillations at least to
the accuracy of the present study, i.e., to less than about 2%
of the typical sidebranch amplitude.

Interestingly, we notice that, according to several sce-
narios, the mechanism for sidebranch coherence could rely
on extremalization: the elastic scenario where the less ener-
getical deformation selects a triad of modes �57�, the phase
diffusion scenario where regularity corresponds to the mini-
mum of a Liapunov functional �11�, and the anisotropy sce-
nario �37� where the preferred growth direction satisfies a
minimum undercooling �62�. In such cases, sidebranching
coherence would then simply appear as an optimal state of
growth.

X. CONCLUSION

Correlation analyses of dendritic sidebranching in direc-
tional solidification have revealed different levels of organi-
zation depending on time scales. At large times, sidebranch-
ing appears erratically emitted by bursts involving no
coherence in occurrence or length. At small times, side-
branching shows a surprisingly large level of coherence in all
bursts over their whole duration. This coherence is, neverthe-
less, restricted to each burst since phase correlation is lost at
the transition between bursts.

No spatial correlation appeared on the solidification inter-
face regarding burst occurrence, burst length, or sidebranch-
ing phase. However, the large intrinsic coherence of side-
branching in all bursts provided large cross-correlations
between single bursts, whatever the dendrite or the dendrite
side to which they belong.

These features remained valid in both the moderate side-
branching regime and the strong sidebranching regime, even
if in the latter the bursts overlapped. Then, the sidebranching
phase enabled the identification of burst transitions as phase
steps.

Altogether, these results bring about a balanced view on
sidebranching organization: well organized sidebranches
within uncorrelated bursts emitted erratically. This actually
appears reminiscent of the organization of natural light: a
large coherence due to atom organization within uncorrelated
wave trains due to different sources of emissions. Similarly,
the large coherence of sidebranching in bursts points to a
deterministic origin for explaining the existence of such a
limit cycle and to a stochastic origin for explaining burst
uncorrelation.

The origin of a limit cycle for sidebranch emission has to
be traced back to physical couplings on dendrites. However,
their mechanisms could hardly involve the dynamics of den-
drite tips since they proved to be fairly steady here in the
thermal gradient frame. Other kinds of scenarios are at
present speculative and require further inquiry. Identifying
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them might provide tools for improving the order of crystal-
line solidified materials or, on a more general viewpoint,
evidence generic mechanisms of coherence relevant to other
kinds of branching phenomena.

APPENDIX: EFFECT OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS ON
THE THERMAL FIELD

We address the effect on the thermal field of a perturba-

tion Ṽ�t� of the pulling velocity V involving no long-time
average. This, therefore, corresponds to a sample translation
whose regularity is perturbed but which keeps the same av-
erage V over a long time.

We especially seek to determine the conditions for which
the thermal field will be adiabatically advected with the per-
turbation with no other dynamical evolutions. In this case, as
the concentration field will also be simply globally advected,
the growth conditions will be unchanged in the frame co-
moving with the perturbation. The solidification interface
will then simply be translated back and forth by the pertur-
bation without changing dynamics.

In the laboratory frame, the thermal field T�z , t� satisfies
an advection-diffusion equation,

�T

�t
+ V · �T = ��T , �A1�

where �=5�105 �m2 s−1 denotes the diffusivity of glass.
Here, the diffusivity of the melt can be neglected owing to its
small depth �50 �m� compared to the glass plates thickness
�1 mm�. The boundary conditions are T�0, t�=T0, T�g , t�
=T0+Gg, where g denotes the gap between heaters and cool-
ers and G the mean thermal gradient. In particular, we note
that G=Gez and V=−Vez with positive V and G.

The steady-state solution Ts for the temperature field
reads

Ts�z� = Gg
1 − exp�− Pe z/g�

1 − exp�− Pe�
+ T0, �A2�

where Pe=Vg /� denotes the thermal Péclet number of the
system. We note that it will be convenient later on to write it
in terms of a diffusion velocity Vd=� /g: Pe=V /Vd. We fi-
nally stress that Pe is low in our experiment: Pe�1 /2. For
instance, for g=10 mm, Vd=50 �m s−1, so that, for V
�30 �m s−1, Pe�0.6.

We now consider a perturbation Ṽ�t� of the pulling veloc-
ity and denote z̃�t� the corresponding perturbation of the

sample position. We analyze its effect in the frame R̃ comov-
ing with the perturbation, i.e., in the frame translated by z̃�t�
with respect to the laboratory frame. We note T̂ and ẑ the
temperature field and the positions seen in this new frame.

In the frame R̃, the sample keeps translating at the veloc-

ity V so that its thermal field T̂�ẑ , t� keeps satisfying the
advection-diffusion Eq. �A1�. However, the thermal bound-
ary conditions are changed at the dominant order into

T̂�0, t�=max�Ts�z̃� ,T0� and T̂�g , t�=min�Ts�g+ z̃� ,T0+Gg�.
Disregarding harmonics, we shall assimilate them to T̂�0, t�
=Ts�z̃� and T̂�g , t�=Ts�g+ z̃�.

To analyze the effect of these perturbed boundary condi-

tions, we decompose T̂ into the steady field Ts and a devia-

tion T̃ of the order of the imposed perturbation: T̂=Ts+ T̃.

The field T̃ satisfies also Eq. �A1� but with the modified

boundary conditions: T̃�0, t�=Ts�z̃�−Ts�0�=G�0�z̃ and

T̃�g , t�=Ts�g+ z̃�−Ts�g�=G�g�z̃ where G�0� and G�g� denote
the actual thermal gradient dTs /dz at z=0 and z=g:

G�0� =
Pe G

1 − exp�− Pe�
, G�g� = exp�− Pe�G�0� . �A3�

To solve the advection-diffusion equation in T̃ with the
above boundary conditions, we apply a normal mode analy-

sis and write z̃=z0 exp�i�t�, Ṽ=V0 exp�i�t�, and T̃
=exp�i�t��T+ exp�ik+ẑ�+T− exp�ik−ẑ��. The boundary condi-
tions yield a linear system in �T+ ,T−� whose solution is

�T+,T−� = z0G�0��exp�ik+g� − exp�ik−g��−1

��exp�− Pe� − exp�ik−g�,exp�ik+g� − exp�− Pe�� .

�A4�

We then notice that we are actually interested in the tem-
perature field in the vicinity of the solidification interface,
i.e., at about the melting temperature TM. As the tempera-
tures of the thermal devices have been taken symmetric with
respect to TM, the melting temperature keeps being reached
at ẑ�g /2 in our low Péclet number regime �the approxima-
tion is better than 15% for Pe�1 /2�. The perturbed tempera-
ture then writes there:

T̂�g/2,t� = z0 exp�i�t�G�g/2�exp�Pe/2�

�
exp�− Pe� + exp�i�k+ + k−�g/2�

exp�ik+g/2� + exp�ik−g/2�
. �A5�

The modes �k+ ,k+� are solutions of the dispersion relation
of Eq. �A1�. They write

k+ =
�

�V
+ i

V

2�
�1 − �� , �A6�

k− = −
�

�V
+ i

V

2�
�1 + �� , �A7�

with 2�2=1+ �1+16�2�1/2 and �=�� /V2.
In relation �A5�, the term z0 exp�i�t�G�g /2� corresponds

to the temperature modulation T̃a that would be undergone in

the comoving frame R̃ if the temperature field would remain
steady in the laboratory frame. We shall use it to interpret the

magnitude of T̂�g /2, t� and decide if an adiabatic translation
by the velocity perturbation is satisfied. We thus introduce
the following criterion for this adiabatic translation to be

satisfied: �T̂�g /2, t��� �T̃a�.
We now notice that
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T̂�g/2,t�

T̃a

=
cosh�Pe/4�

cosh�Pe �/4 + i�g/�2�V��
�A8�

so that �T̂�g /2, t����T̃a�exp�Pe�1−�� /4�. The criterion for
adiabatic translation then reduces to Pe��−1��4 and, as
Pe�1 /2, to Pe ��4.5.

Let us apply this criterion to the three mechanical pertur-
bations inherent to our translation device: the screw mis-
alignment, the motor step, and the motor microstep. We label
l the distance made by the sample on a period of perturba-

tion, i.e., respectively, lp=5 mm �the screw pitch� at each
screw turn, lr= lp /74.1 at each reductor turn, lm= lr /200 at
each motor step, and l�= lm /32 at each motor microsteps.
Then �=2V / l and �=2Vl /V with Vl=� / l. As Vl is larger
than 100 �m s−1 here, it appears that � is large enough for
the criterion Pe ��4.5 to reduce to V�1.6Vdl /g, i.e., V
�1.6�l /g2. Above the velocity 1.6�l /g2, perturbations on
the characteristic distance l will thus translate the sample
adiabatically back and forth with no implication on the ther-
mal field seen by the growth interface and, thus, on solidifi-
cation.
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